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Abstract

This pa; ,' provides a conceptual framework for addressing efficiency in education, considers
how this concept compares to other related concerns and issues, and discusses constraints on
improving efficiency. It argues that both the complexity of the educational process and the
absence of relevant information hinder the use of efficiency measures for informing education
policy decisions.
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Introduction

The term 'efficiencyw is used in many ways in educational discussions, and the general

lack of a consistent definition at times produces very misleading discussions and policy

recommendations. Here, we provide a conceptual framework for addressing efficiency in

education, consider how this concept relates to other related concerns and issues, and discuss

constraints on improving efficiency. A closely related concept - effectiveness - is also

developed.

The rationale behind efficency concepts is straightforward. When there are limited

resources - as there always are - those resources should be used to promote society's

objectives as fully as possible. This is ef ficiecy. The confusion over its application to

education, has, however, led to less than complete acceptance of the concept. We take the

position that efficiency, when properly applied, is a desirable and appropriate goal for

educational systems.

Efficiency and Effectiveneu Defined

Efficiency refers to a comparison of inputs and their related outputs. A more efficient

system obtains more output for a given set of resource inputs, or achieves comparable levels of

output for fewer inputs, other things being equal. (For technical discussions, see Hanushek

1986; Levin 1976, 1983; Pogrow 1983; Rossmiller and Geske 1976.) As a practical matter, if

we are to compare the outputs produced by two different sets of inputs, we must measure the

inputs in common units - and this implies that efficiency comparisons generally will rely upon
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measunng inputs in monetary units since inputs can seldom be compared in other units.

Evaluation of efficiency in educational systems is, moreover, complicated by the fact that

students not only learn in schools but also in their homes and on playgrounds. Therefore, the

appropiate output for efficiency considerations is that portion of student growth or development

that can be reasonably attributed to specific educational experiences - in other words, the

marinal improvements that would not have occurred without the inputs of the educational

system. These outputs might include the development of additional literacy and numeracy sldlls,

positive attitudes toward work, civic responsibility, or a myriad of other specific skills, attitudes,

and beliefs that exceed what otherwise would have been developed without the schooling in

Question.

Educational efficiency is frequently confused with educational effectiveness, and at times

the two terms are (inappropriately) used interchangeably. Educational effectiveness is whether

or not a specific set of resources has a positive effect on achievement and, if so, how large this

effect is. Clearly, since effectiveness does not directly compare resource uses or costs, what is

effective is not necessarily what is most efficient. (See, for example, Levin, Glass ana Meister

1984 for comparisons of cost-effectiveness of alternative inputs.) This confuso.z is fosred in

part by the frequent research finding that many traditional school resources in developed

countries do not appear to be effective in raising student output (Hanushek 1986). Given this

backdrop, many conclude that, if we find anything that appears effective, it would be appropriate

to develop policies pursuing it. This, however, does not follow without some consideration of

the costs of providing the input.

To complete our overall taxonomy, evaluation can be restricted to just the educational
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system (internal) or can range into other sectors (external). The distinction is simply whether

or not it is possible to make direct comparisons of resource usage in education and in other

sectors, which in turn reflects whether or not there are ways to compare resource usage and

outputs in different sectors.

These concepts allow a convenient classification based on the measurements of inputs and

outputs. The input of the system deermine whethet the term 'efficiency" or "effectiveness'

is to be used. The oupu of the system determine whether the descriptors 'internal" or

'external" are appled to efficiency or effectiveness. The logic follows diectly from the

previous concepts. Since, for example, test score gains cannot generally be compared to child

mortality rates, educational analyses considering the detminants of test score performance

cannot easily be adapted to evaluating resource usage across the educational sector and other

sectors. Similarly, without a direct way of comparing inputs, it is impossible to make efficiency

judgments about policies related to alternative input bundles.' Table 1 provides a schematic

representation of these distinctions, and the following sections amplify the ideas behind the

taxonomy.

Internal Effetiveness. When outputs are measured in purely educational values such as

test scores, policy deliberations are generally restdcted to altenative uses of resources within

the educational sector. The inputs of education include both material and non-material

resources, with the latter term used to encompass pedagogical practices and the organizational

' This clasiification scheme does have some exceptions. For example, programs of school lunches and of food
stamps for families could both lead to improved health of children, and an analysis of external effectiveness could
be conducted even though it would 'violate' the rules in the table.
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Table 1: Interal and xterua Effectiveness and Effciency of Educational Systems

Outputs measured in non- Outputs measured in
monetary tenms (#) monetary tenns ($)
Example: learning Example. earnings
achievement l

Inputs measured In non- INTERNAL L
monetary ten,m (N) EFFBCTIVENESS EFCVENESS
Examples: numer of (technical efficLency: #/#) ($11)
textboks, classroom
organizanon, years of
teachng experience
Inputs measured in ITERNAL EFFICIENCYb EXTERNAL EFICIENCY
monetary terms ($) (effectiveness-cost: #I$) (benefit-cost: $I$)
Euamnpls: cost of textboos,
teacher salari

NV: All raios vefer to the ratio of outps to hnputs, expressed in either non-mnetazy (e) or monetary ($)
tems.
A& system is more internally effecbive (tchically efficient) tan another if, to produce the sam level of
outut, fewer of at least one input are used.

b A system is more internally efficien than another if, to produce the same level of output it is less costly.

stucture of schools and school systemns, as well as such items as teacher time and ability.

Material inputs include such items as textbok, instrucftonal mateals, desks and claswooms.

Thus, the term "inputs* is not restricted in this discussion to only those inputs which can be

expressed as physical quantities or in monetary terms.2 In fact, we specifically include the

complex interactions of students and teachers as elements of input, even though they are best

expressed as processes rather than inputs. Intemal effectiveness is also closely linked to what

economists call "technical efficiency." The organization of available resources in such a way

2 EconoMic theory traditilly distnguishes between phyical inputS and descriptions of 'he process. For

discussions of education, these distinctions are difficult to make and do not help in policy deliberations, as long as
the costs and effectiveness of *soft" inputs are adequately evaluated.
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that the maximum feasible output is produced is technically efficient (Levin 1976), and would

be equivalent to 'maximum intemal effectiveness' for a set of inputs.

Inteml rd iency. The term "internal efficiency" of education refers to a comparison

of learning (a non-monetary outcome of education) to the costs of educational inputs; the analysis

typically employed is cost-effectiveness. Internal efficiency addresses the question of how funds

within the educational sector should be best allocated. It is concemed with obtaining the greatest

educational outputs for any given level of spending. Economists have a simple conceptual rule

to determine how resources should be allocated among alternative educational activities: the

improvement in educational perfonnance that results from the last amount of funds spent on an

educational activity should be equal across each possible activity. For example, consider a

school that is deciding between buying new workbooks for students and hiring a part-time

teacher to tutor individual students. Clearly, the school should spend the funds on the one that

increases performance the most - say workbooks in this example. In fact it should wotinue

spending money on workbooks until the educational value of the two choices is the same. (After

the inital purchase of workbooks, the value of added workbooks is probably lessened so that at

some level of spending the appropriate decision is to purchase a tutor instead of more

workbooks.) The same logic holds for all of the inputs that a school purchases, leading to the

previously stated rle. Intenal efficiency is also umetimes referred to as "allocative efficiency"

or "price efficiency" (Levin 1976).

aemna! Effecdveness. External effectiveness has to do with the relationship between
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non-monetary inputs and monetary outputs. In education, this could refer to the degree to which

certain pedagogical practices or school tracks affect student post-graduate salanes, other things

equal. Studies contrasting the eanings of technical-vocational track graduiate. .Aith the eanings

of students graduating from academic tracks are examples (e.g., Psacharopoulos and Loxley

1985).

By measuring outputs in monetary values, it is possible to compare educational programs

directly to other potential uses of society's resources. For example, the income gai, from a

vocational education program could be compared to the income gain from an on-the-job training

program. However, by itself, this type of analysis does not provide much policy guidance

because the resources required to achieve the gain are not specified. Such analyses are usually

conducted as a first step to a "cost-benefit' analysis.

ernal Effdiency. By external efficiency, we refer to what is often the topic of

cost-benei analyses: that is, the ratio of monetary outcomes to monetary inputs. Extensive

consideration has been given to the issue of "extemal efficiency," or how the overall use of

money for schooling compares to other potential public and private uses. If a country received

$1 miLlion, should it channel this to education or to some other expenditures? The answer

depends crucially upon a comparison of the benefits of the alternatives. In perhaps the simplest

consideration, one can calculate the rate of return to an investment in education and then

compare this with an alternative investment. The analysis of retums to schooling (e.g.

Psacharopoulos 1973, 198i) is an example. This is complicated - in large part because the

calculation of benefits is frequently difficult - but it has proven to be a very useful approach
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for policy considerations.

The analysis of extemal efficiency provides information that is useful in decid'ng upon

the right level of educational spending for a country, or in deciding upon the allocation of funds

across different sub sectors such as primary education or vocational training. It does not,

however, provide guidance about the specific policies that should be pursued within the

educational sector. This guidance is provided through analysis of internal efficiency.

Efficiency Related to Alternative Criteria

Five issues are indirecdy related to the measurement of effectiveness and efficiency.

These are: the brcader consequences of education, equity considerations, specification of

quantitative versus qualitaive outputs, and cost minimiaon.

Broader Consequences. The rationale for investing in education often has to do with its

indirect effects on desible social goals - that is, it improves individual productivity, nutrition,

and health; it aids in achieving other soietal goals, such as fertility objectives; it relates to

income distribution concems; and so forth. MTese objectives are mediated by different di%ct

outputs of the education system: cognitive skdlls, attitudes and behaviors. A direct implication

of this is that different conclusions regarding effectiveness and efficiency will be drawn,

according to the particular outcome criteia that is chosen.

It is not difficult to develop effectiveness and efficiency analyses when there are means

of directly comparing benefits in different dimensions, such as by placing a monetary value on
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each output. The required weights for such altemative outputs as literacy, numeracy and civic

responsibility, however, do not genrerally exist, and hence effectiveness and efficiency analyses

typically address single outputs only.

Equiy. A second and more fundamental issue in aialyzing effectiveness and efficiency

is the general neglect of any distributional matters, since both effectiveness and efficiency

considerations gloss over who benefits. If, however, there is a systematic distributional

component that differs across policies, the most "effective" or "efficient" policy may not always

be the optimal policy for society. Cypically, economic analysis would presume that resources

should be employed in their most productive use, maximiing the total amount of output. Then,

if redistribution is a separate goal, other policies should be pursued to attack that area directly.

Various politcal or cultural constraints might, however, make these latter policies difficult.)

Measwring Outcomes: Quaeatidve Conparisons. The most common "output" measure

used in research in developing countries is counts of students: enrollment rates by ages, grades,

or level of schooling; continuation rates or dropout rates at specific ages or grades; and

repetition or completion rates by grade or level. Each measures some aspect of the flow of

students through schools.

None of these measures is appropriate for judging the interal effectiveness or efficiency

of schools. While measures of the quantity of schooling received by children can provide some

aggregate descriptive comparisons, say across countries or across regions within a country, they

are not very useful for policy purposes unless the is a precise standard of the knowledge
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acquired, say for any grade comparison.

Moreover, it is very possible to develop policies that, for example, increase the

continuation rates in schools but do so at the expense of children's learning. The quantity of

schooling is obviously related to the amount children learn, but the relationship is not consistent

across children, schools, and comntries. All availablc evidence suggests clearly that policies to

increase the amount of primary schooling, and thereafter secondary schooling, are desirable.

This does not, however, mean that all "improvements" in quantity mark *educational"

improvement, since some might not be waranted if learning declines as a result. For example,

repetition rates in pnmary grades can be changed by direct governmental policy; yet lowering

repetition rates in a mechanical way might reduce the amount students learn.

The popularity of quantitative measures is clearly related to their availability, not their

conceptual desirability. While they may be useful for aggregate and cross-national comparisons,

they cannot provide real guidance to the efficiency discussions here. The important issue is the

different Idnds of policy discussions and deliberations that are being considered. For a coluntry

that does not have universal pimary education, expanding exposure - almost regardless of

quality considerations - is likely to ite an appealing policy. But once general exposure, which

can be justified on equity grounds, is reached, educational policies switch from purely quantity

considerations to differential quality.

Measuring Outcomes: Standardized Tests. The most commonly used measures of school

performance are scores on standardized achievement tests.3 By standardized tests we refer to

I Sundardizd tests include both fixed response (e.g. multiple choice) and constructed response (e.g. essay,
performance) questions.
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tests that are constructed, administered, scored, reported and interpreted in a consistent fashion

to provide for the measurement of individual differences in as unambiguous ways as possible

(Anderson, Bail and Murphy 1975). Properly treated, standardized tests provide consistent

information across schools, as well as indications of performance differences among children

within the same school. Although studies linking performance on standardized tests and

subsequent outcomes are few, when tested, there is a strong positive relationship between test

scores and subsequent labor market eanings (see Boissiere, Knight and Sabot 1985).

At primary levels, standardized tests provide good indicators regarding student attainment

of principal educational objectives: functional literacy and numeracy. In later grades, where

other objectives of schooling increase in importance, standardized tests covering the entire

cuiculum are more diffictlt to construct. In higher education there are very few cases in

which leaming outcomes have been sucully measured.

Cost Minimiaton. Efficiency considerations in educational policy has received a bad

name in part because some equate it to cost minimization. Caleay, however, the idea of

efficiency is gaining the most output from a given expendiure on inputs or resources. Similarly,

the pure maximiation of students' future incomes for any given school expenditure may not be

the efficient solution when there are other outputs valued by society. Standardized tests include

both fixed response (e.g. multiple choice), and constructed response (e.g. essays and

performance tasks) questions. Importandy, it is necessary to distnguish between the conceptual

goals and potentially faulty applications.
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Constraints on lmproving Internal Effcienc

Efficient use of resources is especially important in the case of education in developing

countries. Most countries make educal:on a priority spending item, and education tends to

consume large portions of governmental budgets. Yet education must compete with other uses

of funds, both public and private. In times of fiscal pressures on governmental budgets -

whether these arise from poor performance of the economy or from the competition of other

governmental programs - education spending comes under intense scrutiny. If it appears that

funds allocated to schooling are being wasted - that is, inefficiently used - arguments for

cutting back expenditures are strengthened.

Internal efficiency of education can be improved in two ways: (a) by reallocating

resources from inputs that have smaller efects on learig to those than have larger effects on

leaming, that is, by increasing outputs associated with given levels of resources, and (b) by

reducing overall resources while maintaining existing levels of learning.

Improving efficiency has obvious appeal, particularly in the face of the fiscal pressures

facing most school systems. But there are many reasons why it might not be achieved; this

discussion identifies three of the more important ones: (a) inadequate knowledge about internal

effectiveness, (b) inadequate knowledge about costs of inputs, and (c) difficulty in obtaining

appropriate information.

Effectiveness of Inputs. Informed policy maling requires information about the effect on

educational outcomes of adding (or subtracting) every possible educational input (that is,
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knowing the intemal effectiveness of all resources). These informational requirements are

obviously very large. Such information can come from many sources: educational experiments,

research into scholastic performance, or experience and observation. Each source has its

advantages and disadvantages, but none is likely to provide a complete picture.

Educational administrators, policy makers, and researchers must each be able to separate

the influences of the different inputs to the educational process in order !o judge their

effectiveness. This is frequently very difficult to do because inputs tend to be related to each

other. For example, well educated parents are likely to provide learning in the home and send

their children to schools having more resources and better trained teachers. Similarly, illiterate

parents in developing countries are likely to send their children to schools having few material

resources and poorly educated teachers. In both cases, it is difficult to separate the influence

of specific school inputs from each other or from that of parents. Other examples pointing to

the difficulty in separting the distinct inputs to education are easy to develop.

Current knowledge of the educational process both in developing countries (Fuller 1987;

Harbison and Hanushek 1992; Lockheed and Verspoor 1991) and developed countries (Hanushek

1986, 1989) is actually quite primitive. The effectiveness of some inputs is known, but the

evidence is not very precise. The result is that inefficiency can be very large simply because

there is insufficient information upon which to base policies.

Costs of inputs. A second element needed for policy and analysis into the intemal

efficiency of the educational system is the cost of separate inputs into the process. If there are

several inputs known to be beneficial to education, the efficiency criterion would dictate
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allocating resources in a way that also considered costs. Specifically, more expensive inputs

should be more effective in order to compensate costs.

The estimation of costs of inputs, while apparently quite straightforward, can be very

difficult, and current knowledge of costs in conjunction with effectiveness is extremely limited

(Lockheed and Hanushek 1988; Harbison and Hanushek 1992). Costs must be directly linkd

to the inputs identified in the effectiveness discussion. If attempts are made to describe inputs

in great detail - perhaps lining process choices of teachers and the like - the costs must relate

to providing inputs of such a description. This rapidly exceeds our abilities, because little is

known about the supply of many of the inputs. For example, the supply of teachers with a given

level of schooling has been estimated as a function of salries; the . ipply of teachers with a

given schooling and verbal ability level, with a pedagogical style emphasizing student

questioning, with a fluency in several languages, and so forth has never been systematically

studied. Most cost estimates, therefore, are very general.

Dfflcuy of Obtaining IUeomwaon. The difficulty in developing better infonnation about

the educational process reflects several factors. First, the complexity of the problem means that

any researchlinformation gathering effort must be quite sophisticated, utilizing multiple

instruments to measure both inputs and outputs and employing complex research designs. To

identify relationslips fully, experimenftal designs with effects traced over several years are

desirable. Such projects are rarely undertakn anywhere.

Second, systematic analysis of the type needed to support large policy initiatives is costly,

thereby making it an appealing target in times of fiscal stringency. It is noteworthy that, while
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the World Bank has invested over $10 billion in education projects, research necessary to answer

questions about t!he intenal efficiency of education has been conducted in around 10 instances

(see Lockheed and Rodd 1990). A similar story holds in the United States and other developed

countries.

Third, and perhaps most fundamentally, the nature of schooling in the countries where

studies have been undertaken may obscure any basic relationships. If identified inputs into the

educational process do not have a consistent relationship with educational outcomes, observations

of the inputs by different people at different times could yild mixed findings. Such could be

the case if the educational system exhibited a noticeable degree of technical inefficiency (intemal

ineffectiveness); that is, if inputs were not used in such a manner as to achieve the maximum

feasible output. For example, a textbook in the wrong language or a teacher improperly

prepared for a speciic subject would almost certainy be worse than if these were appropriately

aanged. In some schools (those using the correct books) it might appear that tatbooks were

a very effective educational input, while the experiences of other schools (those using the wrong

books) might suggest no impact of textbooks. Technical inefficiency, which is essentially the

wastage of specific resources, makes it difficult to predict or evaluate the potential advantages

of different policies.

Technical inefficiency can exist for a wide variety of reasons. It might reflect historical

but outdated policies; overt and knowing waste; or simple mismanagement. But it might also

reflect the complexity of the educational process and the difficulty of properly identifying

effectiveness in both research and policy analysis. In the simple example above, it could be that

properly measured inputs of textbooks (such as an appropriate arithmetic book in the correct
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language used immediately after the previous text in the same seres) has a consistent effect on

achievement, even though simply measuring the presence of any book in the school has no

consistent effect. The case of teachers is much more complicated because the posible

identifying characcs make up a very long list - one far exceeding any avaiable analysis.

The underlying requirement in measuring effectiveness and in evaluating potentidal policies

is the identification of a given set of inputs that have a homogeneous relationship to student

outcomes. Doing this might involve spedfying compLicated inteuactions among teachers, the

various process choices they male in the classroom, and the environment of the schools and

macro process choices. The more complicated this is, the less likly any research is to be

successul and the less likely it is that fully articulated policies can be developed.
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